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We prove that tight capacities are invariant if one weakens the underlying 
topology. As a consequence we obtain a comparison theorem about (r, p)-capacities 
(and the corresponding notion of (r,p)-quasi-continuity used in the Malliavin 
calculus) on different abstract Wiener spaces (E,, H, p,) with common Hilbert 
space H. Furthermore, we prove tightness of (I, p)-capacities of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
semigroups with general linear drift. :P 1992 Academc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let E be a topological space and m a positive measure on its Bore1 
o-algebra B(E). Let (T,)tro be a strongly continuous contraction semi- 
group on (real) LP(E; m), p > 1, such that each T, is sub-Markovian, i.e., 
0 < T,u < 1 if 0 < u < 1. Its Gamma transform 
1 cz 
v, = - s IlrP) 0 f 
rJ2- ‘e-‘T, dt, r > 0, 
determines a Banach space (Fr,p, (( . (( r,p) by 
F ‘.P := V,(LP), II 24 IIrJl = II f lip u = vrf,.fe LP (1.1) 
(cf. [FK85, F883). The (r,p)-capacity C,, is then defined as follows. For 
U c E, U open, let 
C,,(U) := inf { 11 u 1) c, I u E Fr,p, u 2 1 m-a.e. on U} 
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and for arbitrary A c E 
C,,(A) :=inf(C,,(U)IAc UcE, Uopen} 
C,,, has the following properties (cf. [FK85, Theorem 11): 
m(A) d Cr.,@ 1, 
r < r’ * C,,, < CrS,rr, 
A=B=C,,(46C,,,W, 
C,,, is called tight if there exist compact sets K, c E, n E N, such that 
lim n _ m C,, (E\K,) = 0. A map u from E into a topological space Y is 
called C,,-quasi-continuous if for every E > 0 there exists Fc E, F closed, 
such that u 1 F is continuous and C,, (E\F) < E. 
Observe that except for the notions of (r, p)-capacity and C,,-quasi- 
continuity the above setup only depends on the Bore1 a-algebra of E and 
not on its topology. So a natural question is how C,,, behaves under 
change of the topology of E retaining the same Bore1 a-algebra. 
In the next section we prove the following result. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let r > 0, p > 1. Suppose that E is another topological 
space such that there is a one-to-one continuous map i: E + E. Suppose that 
i(E) E S?(E) and g(E) = i ‘(B(E)) (which, e.g., automatically holds tf E and 
E are Polish). Let A = rno i-’ and define a sub-Markovian strongly 
continuous semigroup (T),,, on Lp(E; m) by 
(T,fi)oi= T,(uoi), l-2 E LP(E; rn), t > 0. 
Let Cr,r denote the associated (r, p)-capacity. If C,, is tight then C’,,,(A) = 
C,,(i-‘(A)) for all Ac E. In particular, C,,(E\i(E)) =O. A function 
zi: E -+ Iw is Cr,r -quasi-continuous if and only if ti 0 i is C,,-quasi-continuous. 
1.2. Remark. Suppose (T,),,, is associated with a symmetric Dirichlet 
form with state space E (cf. [F80]). In [LR90] it has been proved that 
C1,2 is always tight if there is a Hunt process on E associated with (T,),,, 
(and T, 1 = 1, t 2 0; see also [RS90] for the case p > 1). This together with 
Theorem 1.1 extends the corresponding result in [F80] which was proved 
under additional assumptions. 
Now consider the case where (E, H, p) is an abstract Wiener space 
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(cf. [G65]). The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup on L2(E; p) with linear 
drift given by A is defined by 
T,u(z) = j u(e-‘Az + JCL? zy ,u(dzI), z E E, (1.2) 
E 
u B(E)-measurable, bounded. Here A is a self-adjoint linear operator on H 
which is strictly positive (i.e., there exists c > 0 with A B cid,) and E is 
assumed to have the following property (suggested in [Sh90]): 
The semigroup e-‘A, t ~0 (on H), can be extended to a 
strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on E 
with operator norm strictly less than 1. (1.3) 
In the case A = id, the associated (r, p)-capacities C,,, have been studied 
intensively (cf. the references in [FSS]). C,,, and the corresponding notions 
of slim sets (N c E is called slim if C,,!(N) = 0 for all I > 0, p > 1) and C,,,- 
quasi-continuity are of fundamental importance in the Malliavin calculus 
(cf. [M78, M84, M903). Recall that E in (E, H, p) is not intrinsically given 
by H, so the question arises as to what extent the corresponding (r,p)- 
capacities C,,, are. We answer this question by Theorem 1.3 below. First 
recall that if (E,, H, pj), j= 1, 2, are two abstract Wiener spaces (over the 
same separable real Hilbert space H) then E, is the (abstract) completion 
of H with respect to a (b-) measurable norm 11. /IE, (cf. [G65]) where fi is 
the canonical Gaussian cylinder measure on H. II . II := II . II E, + II . II Ez is also 
a measurable norm and hence (E,,, H, pO) is also an abstract Wiener space 
where E,, is the completion of H with respect to 11. II and p,, is the unique 
measure on G?(E,) extending that cylinder measure on E, which is 
obtained as the image of /? under the canonical embedding i,: H -+ E,. 
Clearly, there exist unique continuous linear maps Ai, j= 1,2, such that 
the following diagram commutes: 
Here ij: H + Ej are the canonical embeddings. Note that Aj is in general 
not one-to-one and that pj = p. 0 A,:’ (cf. 2.2(i) below for the latter). 
1.3. THEOREM. Let H be a separable real Hilbert space and A = idH. 
Assume that (Ej, H, pj), j= 1, 2, are two abstract Wiener spaces over H and 
let (E,, H, po) be as above. For r > 0, p > 1, let Cl,:, j = 0, 1,2, denote the 
(r, p)-capacities associated with the corresponding Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
semigroups (1.2). Then for j = 1,2: 
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(1) For all BcE,, 
C$B)=C$(A, ‘(B)). 
(2) Let u: E, -+ R. Then u 0 Ai is C’ty,‘-quasi-continuous if and only if u 
is CL,:-quasi-continuous. 
(3) There exists &E&?(E~) such that CSy’(E,\&) =0 and A,,, is 
one-to-one. For any such set E0 and any D c E, 
C~“~(D)=C(~l(A.(Dn&,)). r.p I 
& can be chosen as a linear subspace of E, such that the linear map 
(A2,&o (A,,.) -‘: A, (E,) -+ A,(,!?,) and its inverse are q.e. defined quasi- 
continuous maps w.r.t. the corresponding (r, p)-capacities on E, and E,. 
The last part of (3) really says that (E, , H, p, ) and (E,, H, pz) are 
indistinguishable w.r.t. (r, p)-capacities. The proof (cf. Section 2 below) 
follows from Theorem 1.1 and H. Sugita’s result (cf. [Su88] and also 
[FdP89, FdP91]) that for every abstract Wiener space the (r, p)-capacity 
associated with the semigroup (1.2) is always tight, if A = id,. The following 
theorem generalizes Sugita’s result and applies in particular to the case 
when A is bounded (provided E statisfies (1.3)). 
1.4. THEOREM. Let H be a separable real.Hilbert space and A a strictly 
positive self-adjoint operator on H. Let (E, H, p) be an abstract Wiener 
space such that E satisfies (1.3). Suppose there exist s > 0 and a measurable 
norm 11 11 on H such that 
e --sA : E -+ E is one-to-one (1.4) 
I( e P,FAx 11 , = II x I/ E for all xgH. (1.5) 
Then the (r, p)-capacity corresponding to the semigroup (1.2) is tight for all 
r>O, p> 1. 
As a consequence we have that one obtains tightness by “enlarging E.” 
1.5. COROLLARY. Let (E, H, p), A be as in 1.4, but not necessarily 
satisfying (1.5). Then there exists an abstract Wiener space (E,, H, pl) such 
that E is continuously embedded into Ez, E, satisfies (1.3), and the (r,p)- 
capacities corresponding to the semigroup associated to ( Ez, H, p2) 
(cJ(1.2)) are tightfor allr>O,p> 1. 
Theorems 1.1, 1.3 answer a question raised by K. It6 and P. Malliavin 
(cf. [F88]). All results of this paper have been announced in [AFHMR90]. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1, 1.3 
Let E, & i be as in Theorem 1.1. We may assume that i is the inclusion 
map, i.e., Ec 8 continuously. Suppose C is an increasing subadditive 
positive numerical function on the family of open subsets of E such that 
lim C(E\K,) = 0 for some compact sets K, c E, n E N. 
n-03 
Extend C to the power set of E by 
C(A):=inf{C(U):AcUcE, UopeninE}, AcE. 
Then C is again increasing and subadditive. Define two set functions 
C,, C2 on l? induced by C as follows. For every A c l? let 
and 
C,(A) := C(A n E) 
C,(A):=inf{C(UnE):AcUc& Uopeninkj. 
Observe that both C, and C, are increasing and subadditive. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. C, (A) = Cz (A) for all A c I?. 
Proof. Clearly, C, (A) < C, (A) for all A c & since C is increasing. To 
show the dual inequality let A c I? and E > 0. Choose a compact subset K 
of E such that C, (k\K) = C(E\K) < E. There exists U c E, U open in E, 
such that A n E c U and C(U) < C(A n E) + E, i.e., 
C,(U)<C,(A)+c. 
Since the trace topologies induced by E and I? on K coincide, there exists 






and the assertion follows. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Note that ?, is well-defined since i(E) E a(8). 
Let prx, correspond to ( f,), , 0. We can apply Proposition 2.1 with 
c = c,,. Indeed, gr,, 0 i = Fr,p since a(E) = i~‘(B(l?)), consequently 
Cz = C,,, and the first part of the assertion follows. The second is then 
straightforward. 1 
Observe that the second part of 1.3(3) is trivially implied by (1). Hence 
the proof of 1.3 is an immediate consequence of 2.2 and 2.3 below. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let r > 0, p > 1, and let (Ej, H, p,), j = 1, 2, be two abstract 
Wiener spaces over a common separable real Hilbert space H with embed- 
dings i,: H -+ E,. Assume there is a continuous linear map A: E, -+ E, with 
Aoi, = iz. Then 
(ii) There exists an abstract Wiener space (E, H, p) and a unique 
continuous one-to-one linear map J: E -+ E, such that Jo i = i, and A 0 J is 
one-to-one (on E). 
(iii) ?f (Tii)),ro denotes the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup (1.2) 
corresponding to (E,, H, pj) with Banach spaces (F$k) (cf ( 1.1 )), j = 1, 2, 
then (TI’)u) o A = TIl)(u 0 A), u E L2(E2; pLz), t > 0, and F!f,, 0 A = Fz,‘:. 
Proof (i) This is obvious. 
(ii) Below we identify H with its dual H’ in the usual way. Then the 
adjoints ii* map E/ continuously, densely, and one-to-one into H. Let 
{l,lnE FU} c E; such that e, . = i;(ln), n E N, form an orthonormal basis of 
H. Define for n E N, 
P,(z) := $ l,(z) e,, ZEE,. 
i= 1 
Then each P, is a continuous linear map from E, to H such that P, 0 i, is 
an orthogonal projection on H and P,,o i, n-+oo’ id, strongly. By the 
Dudley-Feldman-LeCam Theorem (cf., e.g., [Y89]) for all E > 0 
lim 17{11P,oi2-P,~i211.,>E}=0 
n,m-m 
hence by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [Ku751 we 
can find a subsequence (nj)i, IBi such that for Q, := P, - P,-, , jE N, 
IIXII :=zl IICQ,~i,)b)llEI XEH, 
defines a measurable norm 11 I/ on H. (Clearly, II I( is stronger than I/ II E,.) 
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Let E be the abstract completion of H w.r.t. 11 /I and (E, H, p) the corre- 
sponding abstract Wiener space with embedding i. Let J : E + E, denote 
the unique continuous map with Jo i= i,. To prove that A 0 J: E + E, is 
one-to-one, let ZE E, with (A 0 J)(z) = 0. Then there exist x, E H, n E N, 
with i(x,) w z in E, hence iz(x,)= (Aa J~i)(x,)+A~J(z)=O in E,. 
Consequently, for each j E N, Qj(i, (x,,)) m 0 in H, hence in E,. Hence 
by Fatou’s Lemma 
IIx,I/ = f lim Il(Q,~iz)(xn)-(Qj~i~)(x,)ll~, 
,=,‘I-” 
d lim inf II x, - x, /I 
II 4 cc 
which is arbitrarily small for m large. Hence i(x,) m 0 in E, i.e., z = 0. 
Hence A 0 J, and consequently J is one-to-one. 
(iii) The first part of the assertion is a direct consequence of (1.2) 
and (i). This implies immediately that F!!j 0 A c F!fj. Now let 
feLP(EI;pL1). We have that a(E,)n J(E)= {A c J(E)IAESS(E,)} and 
(J(E), &9(E) n J(E)) is standard Borel. Hence, since A : J(E) + E, is one-to- 
one, A-‘(49(E,)) n J(E) = L?#(E,) n J(E) (cf. [P67, Theorem 2.3, p. 131). 
Consequently, there exists a SY(E,)-measurable function g such that 
goA=fon J(E) (cf., e.g., [B78, 55.11) and hence goA=fpl-a.e. By (i), 
gELP(E,; pz) and by the first part of (iii), Vi’)f= (Vi*‘g)o A, hence 
F;‘;cF+4. 1 
Clearly, we can identify E in the previous lemma with J(E), which we 
shall do below for simplicity of notations, i.e., E c E,, p = p, I d(E,lnE, 
J= identity, and i = i,. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Consider the situation of 2.2 and let r > 0, p > 1. Let 
Cyj, j= 1, 2, be th e r,p ( )- capacities associated with (Ti1)),30, (Tj2))130, 
respectively. Then: 
(i) For all Bc E,, Cl!;(B)= C~~(A-‘(B)). 
(ii) C~,~(E,\E)=O. ’ 
(iii) The linear map A I E from E to A(E) and its inverse are q.e. 
defined quasi-continuous maps w.r.t. the corresponding (r, p)-capacities on E, 
and E,. 
(iv) A function u: E, -+ II3 is C&)-quasi-continuous if and only if uo A 
is CI:j-quasi-continuous. 
ProoJ (i) Let C,,, denote the (r, p)-capacity corresponding to (E, H, p). 
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By 2.2(i) and (iii) the assertion obviously holds if A is open. Hence we see 
that for any Bc E, 
But by [Su88, Lemma 3.31, C,,, is tight, hence we conclude by 
Theorem 1.1 that C,,((/1 lE))’ (B)) = C!!:(B) and (i) is proved. 
(ii) Thisisnowclearsinceby(i), C~,“(E,\E)=C~,,((E,\E)nE)=O. 
(iii) Applying [Su88, Lemma 3.31 to (E, H, ,u) there exist compact 
subsets K,,, no N, of E, such that C,,(E\K,) n+m+ 0, hence by (i), 
Clf,(E,\A(K,,))= Ci:j(E,\K,) n-r-> 0. If K, is equipped with the trace 
topology induced by E, then 
A : K,, -+ A(K,) 
is a homeomorphism as a one-to-one continuous map between compacts. 
Hence (iii) is proved. 
(iv) If u is C$-quasi-continuous then obviously by (i), ~0.4 is Clfd- 
quasi-continuous. Now suppose that u 0 n is Cl!;-quasi-continuous. Let 
K,, c E, compact in E, and C,, (E\K,,) < l/n, n E N. Let F,, c El, F, closed 
in E,, C~,‘,!(E,\F,)Q l/n, and uo/lI% is II II.,-continuous, nE N. Define 
F,, := A(F”nZ$,), n E N. Then for each n, pn is compact in E, and 
/1: F, n K,, -+ Fn is a homeomorphism w.r.t. II )I E, resp. jl I/ E2 (since n ( E is 




Consequently, u is Cl;;-quasi-continuous. (Part (iv) can also be deduced 
from (iii) by a general argument about compositions of quasi-continuous 
maps.1 I 
3. PROOF OF 1.4, 1.5 
We need two lemmas which are formulated and proved under the 
assumptions of 1.4. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let (E,, H, pl) be the abstract Wiener space obtained by 
completing H w.r.t. I( II ‘. Then there exists a unique continuous one-to-one 
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map J,:E,+E such that J,oi,=i where i:H+E, i,:H+E, are the 
canonical embeddings. Moreover, e -“A(E) c J, (E, ) and $ e -SAG = J, y with 
z~E, YEE, then lIzlIE= IIYII,. 
Proof: Let y E H and x := eeJAy, then by (1.3) and (1.5) 
II x II E = II e p.‘A~ II E B II Y II E = II ep”A.v II l = II x II 1 
Since e -sA( H) is dense in H and II (I E, I/ 11, are as measurable norms both 
continuous on (H, )I II,,) it follows that 
II x II E 6 II x II 1 for all x E H. (3.1) 
Hence there exists a continuous linear map J1 : E, + E such that J, 0 i, = i. 
To show that J, is one-to-one observe that since eCsA(H) is dense in H, 
i, (epsA(H)) . d 1s ense in E,. Hence, if z E E, with J, (z) = 0 then we can find 
y,eH, nEN, such that (iloe-““)(y,)~ z in E,. By (1.5) we know 
that 
II Y~-Y~II~= Ile~“A~,-~~sA~,III~ 0. 
Hence there exists y E E such that i( yn) m y in E, consequently by (1.3) 
(i~e-““)b,) -772 epsAy in E. 
But by the continuity of J1 : E, + E, 
(ioe~“A)(y,)=JI((ilOe-“A)(y,)) n4m* J1(z)=O in E 
hence e -sAy = 0, i.e., y = 0 by (1.4). It follows by (1.5) that 
i.e., z = 0. 
Now let z E E and x, E H, n E tV, such that i(x,) n-m+ z in E. Then 
by (1.5) 
Hence there exists YE E, such that (i, ~e-~~)(x,,) m y in E, and thus 
by the continuity of J,: E, + E 
Jl((il~e-“AN-d) n--rm) J,(y) in E. 
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But by (1.3) we also have that 
(J, ~i,)(e-~‘A(~,))=(ioe-“A)(x,z)=e~”A(i(x,))~ e - sA Z in E 
consequently e -” z = J,(y). Moreover, by (1.5) 
By [AR89, Lemma 5.61 there exist 1, E E’, n E N, which separate the 
points of E and such that e n := i*(1,,), n E N, form an orthonormal basis of 
H. Define for n E N, 
P,(z) := i l,(z) e,, z E E. 
i=l 
By exactly the same arguments as in the proof of 2.2(ii) above we can find 
a subsequence (n,),, N such that for Q, := P,,- P,,+, Jo N, 
II~IIO := f 2’ Il(Qj~~,(x)ll,~ XEH, (3.2) 
j=l 
defines a measurable norm on H. Clearly, I( x Ilo 3 I( x II i (3 I( x I/ E by (3.1)) 
for all x E H. Define 
fCz) := f 2’ II Qjz II 15 z E E. (3.3) 
i= 1 
Thenf: E-t [0, co] andyI,= (1 Ilo. Set for 1>0 
Di := {zEEIf(ewsAz)<A}. (3.4) 
3.2. LEMMA. Let I. > 0. Then D, is a relatively compact subset of E. 
Proof We first show that 
lIzlIEd f. IIQ,(epFAz)III forall ZED,. (3.5) 
‘=I 
Indeed, if ZED~,, then (cJ’=i (ii~Q,)(e-‘~z)).~~ is a Cauchy sequence in 
E,. Let y E E, be the corresponding limit. Then 
i (ioQj)(epsAz) n-m+ J, y in E, 
‘=I 
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in particular, for all k E N 
I,(J, y) = lim f: (e,, Qj(eP’Az)),= Ik(ePJAz). 
n+cc 
J=l 
Since I,, k E N, separate the points of E, it follows that J, y = ePsAz, hence 
by 3.1 
and (3.5) is proved. We have for each Jo N 
for all z E D >,. (3.6) 
Since (io Q,)(E) is a finite dimensional subspace of E,, and by the usual 
diagonal argument it follows that any sequence in D, has a subsequence 
(ZJ,EFd such that 
IIQj(~-sA(~,-~Z,))II1 n,m+m ’ 0 for all jE N. (3.7) 
Combining (3.5) (3.6) and (3.7) we see that 11 z, - z, )lE n,m-cc )O. I 
Proof of 1.4. Let (E,, H, pO) be the abstract Wiener space obtained by 
completing H w.r.t. the measurable norm II II,, (given by (3.2)). Let 
iO : H -+ E. be the canonical embedding. Since I( x IlO B II x /I I 2 II x II E for all 
XE H (cf. (3.1)) there exists a continuous map .I,: EO+ E such that 
J,,o i, = i. Let zeEo, then we can find x, E H, n E N, such that &(x,) 
w z in E,, hence by Fatou’s Lemma 




=liminf IIx,llO= I/zI(~. 
n-m 
Hence 
f(Jclz) G /I z I/ 0 for all z E E,, 
consequently by (2.2)(i) and the Fernique/Skorohod theorem (cf., e.g., 
[St84, Theorem (3.41)]) 
fe WE; PL) forall p> 1. (3.8) 
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Now fixp> 1, r>O. We have that 
T,, f is C,,-quasi-continuous. (3.9) 
To prove this, note that for z, z0 E E and j E N 
IT, IlQj.Ii~(z)-Ts IIQ,~lI(zo)I d IIQj(e-SA(~-~o))Ill, 
hence cJ’= r 2-‘T, 11 Qj. II r is continuous on E for all n E N. Now it follows by 
[K86, Lemma l(iii)] that T,y f is C,,-quasi-continuous. (Observe that for 
all g E Ch (E), T, g E Cb (E), if t > 0, hence V, g E Cb (E), if r > 0. Conse- 
quently we have that Fr,p n C,(E) is dense in Fr,p; i.e., condition (2) in 
[K86] is fulfilled.) Let z0 E E such that T,f(z,) < co. Then since for all 
z, z’ E E by the triangle inequality 
+f(e-“Az, + Jl - e-2”Az’) 
we conclude that for all z E E 
f(e?z- zo)) d T,f(z) + T,f(z,). 
Consequently, for all n E N, 
(z~El T,f(z)<n} = {zEElf(e-“A(z-zO))~n+ T,f(z,)} 
= {zEEIz-z,ED,~}, (3.10) 
where 1, := n + T,f(z,) and Din is as in (3.4). If K, denotes the closure in 
E of (zeEl T,f(z)<n), n E N, then by (3.10) and 3.2 each K, is compact. 
But by [K86, Lemma l(iii)] and 3.9 
for some up > 0 (independent of f and n) the tightness of C,, follows 
by (3.8). I 
Proof of 1.5. We define 
Ilxllz:= Ile-“AXllE, xeH. (3.11) 
Then by [G65, Theorem 51, II (I1 is a measurable norm. Let (El, H, pz) be 
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the abstract Wiener space obtained by completing H w.r.t. 11 II2 and let 
i2 : H--f E2 be the canonical embedding. For any t > 0 and x E H, we have 
llep’Axl)2= IIepsAe-‘AxIIE< I/ep’AI19e(Ej llepsAxll~ 
= Ile-‘AII~~E~ IIxll2~ 
(3.12) 
where II IIycEj denotes operator norm on E. This implies that E, satisfies 
(1.3). If we can show that e-sA: E, -+ E2 is one-to-one, it follows by 3.1 
that J2 is one-to-one and by 1.4 that the (r,p)-capacities are tight for all 
r>O, p>l. So, let ZEE~ with eesAz=O. Then there exist x,EH, HEN, 
such that &(x,) w z in E,, hence by (3.12), II eeSAx, II2 x 0. Hence 
by (3.11) there exists ytzE such that eeSAx, .+oo~y in E and 
1) eKsAy II E = lim /I e -SAG, 1) z= 0. 
n-m 
Consequently, by (1.4), y = 0, hence again by (3.11) 
llzl12= lim Ilx,l12= lim IIe-SAxnlIE= II yll,=O, 
n-‘x *-cc 
i.e., z = 0. 1 
3.3. EXAMPLES. (i) Let A be a strictly positive self-adjoint bounded 
linear operator on a separable real Hilbert space H and let (E, H, p) be an 
abstract Wiener space such that E satisfies (1.3). For an arbitrary s > 0 
define 
Ilxll, := lle-“AxllE, x~H. 
Then )I 11  is a measurable norm and (1.4), (1.5) hold, hence 1.4 applies. 
(ii) Let H be the Sobolev space of order -l/2 on R”, let 
A :=(-d+m2)“2, m # 0, and let E := B,, B, a space of tempered istribu- 
tions on IWd as constructed in [R88a, R88b]. Then E satisfies (1.3). This 
has been proved in [RZ90, Example 3.53. Moreover, (1.4) is always 
fulfilled for any s>O. Hence 1.5 applies. Note that the associated semi- 
group (1.2) is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup associated with the 
intensively studied free (time-zero) quantum field (cf., e.g., [S74]). 
(iii) Let A be a strictly positive self-adjoint operator on a separable 
real Hilbert space H with discrete spectrum, Ax = c,E r S(ej, x)~ ej, 
x E D(A), say, for some orthonormal basis (eI)jE N. We define 
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for some ~,E]O,CO[, HEN, such that c,?ra, ‘<co. Then (1 /) is a 
measurable norm on H. Let (E, H, p) be the abstract Wiener space 
obtained by completing H w.r.t. /I // . Then E satisfies (1.3) and (1.4) holds, 
hence 1.5 applies 
(iv) Let (E, H, p) be an abstract Wiener space and A a strictly 
positive self-adjoint operator on H. Suppose 
IIxll~= If(A)xl,, for all x E H, (3.13) 
for some bounded Baire function f on R. (Part (iii) is a special case 
satisfying (3.13)) Then E fulfills (1.3) and (1.4) holds, hence 1.5 applies. 
Nofe added in proof. After this paper was completed we learned that a variant of 
Theorem 1.3 was proved independently and by different means by D. Feyel and A. de la 
Pradelle (cf. [FdP 91, Theorem 12]), but not in the framework of abstract Wiener spaces. 
According to their terminology A, in Theorem 1.3 is a “quasi-isomorphism,” an important 
notion first introduced by these two authors. We would like to thank P. A. Meyer for bringing 
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